Obstacle Exclusions Report
Due to system, software, or source data limitations, some data items are excluded from the final database for the following products covered under Garmin's Type 2 LOA.

This exclusions report is for the Garmin Obstacle Database.

**Cycle:** 23B5

In order to limit the number of obstacles in areas of extreme obstacle density, Garmin limits the number of obstacles in the database to the 255 highest obstacles by AGL for each section (approximately 0.3nm x 0.3nm). For sections which exceed this limit, the excess, shorter obstacles are removed from the database.

**Cycle:** 23B4

In order to limit the number of obstacles in areas of extreme obstacle density, Garmin limits the number of obstacles in the database to the 255 highest obstacles by AGL for each section (approximately 0.3nm x 0.3nm). For sections which exceed this limit, the excess, shorter obstacles are removed from the database.